SU1vfMARY. Ori the basis of theory of structure sensitivity analysis, the gradient"-projection method and the finite element method, a detailed and effective algorithm of determination of the'sensitivity-vector fa! the optimal structure design problem is proposed. Numerical results illustrating the program corresponding to this algorithm have been given for some plane frames. §1. PROBLEM OF OPTIMAL STRUCTURE DESIGN The problem of optimal elastic structure design here is formulated as follows [1}:
There are many methods for solving the above problem [2, 3, 4] . For almost iterative optimal structure methods it requires to know gradient values, which are received in result of sensitivity analysis. The essence of this analysis is presented in the following section. §2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 'Bh(z 0 Similarly, a variation 5e depends on 5b [1] as follows: lo+lp.+2-yW5b=O As the result of above investigation, the effective algorithm for obtaining sensitivity vectors is presented, and consists of the following steps:
1. Chose engineering design variable bo for project. fig. 2 .) with the parameters: 
Solve equilibrium equations:
h(z) = K(b)z-S(b) = 0 or: K(b)y =" EM(b)y,E = 10 7 N fm 2 , e = 0.
